
Self pleasure, also known as masturbation, specifically 
refers to touching yourself sexually in a way that 

feels good. “Masturbation” is a term developed in 
the 1600’s to put a negative, moral meaning to 
pleasuring oneself sexually, and was related to 

religious-cultural norms in Europe at that time.
However, just saying that something is bad doesn’t make 
it bad. Massaging skin, arousing blood flow and operating 
the nerve systems that allow for sexual pleasure hasn’t 
been scientifically shown to harm a person in any way. 
Massaging lotion into your hands and rubbing your palms 
together to bring blood flow to your fingers uses exactly 
the same processes, but no one says that is bad for you.

A note on language:
The following terms are used in this brochure:

• cis man: a person assigned male at birth
• trans-masculine: a person who identifies their 
gender as masculine regardless of birth assignment
• ejaculation: the neurologically coordinated 
mixing and expulsion of semen comprised of pre-
cum, sperm, and fluid of the seminal vesicles and 
prostate gland.

Why self-pleasure?
Beyond feeling good, self-pleasure can:

• exercise your internal pelvic floor muscles
• revitalize body tissues by increasing blood flow
• enhance immune system function (from higher 
levels of prolactin produced at orgasm) 
• fight insomnia 
• reduce depression 
• release emotional tension and stress

Self-pleasure is also a way to learn what feels good to you 
without worrying about what anyone else thinks or needs. 
It can help you learn to build your arousal to higher levels, 
become orgasmic, or intensify your experience of orgasm. 
You can pleasure your own body with your own hands 
when you’re alone or when you’re with a partner.  You can 
use what you learn in your self-pleasuring sessions to show 
a partner what you like best. Self-pleasure is also a way 
to meet your own sexual needs if your partner is tired, ill, 
or has a different sexual rhythm. Self-pleasure is normal, 
healthy, and good for your body and your mind.
Ejaculation also releases fluid from the prostate which 
helps prevent prostate inflammation. Self-pleasure helps 
you learn to play with your arousal level and control 
when you ejaculate. This can prevent eager (premature) 

ejaculation and delayed ejaculation, as well as make partner 
sex more enjoyable. 

On your mark...
Take a tour of your anatomy:

Your whole body is covered with nerve endings ready to be 
caressed by your sensitive fingers. Besides your penis and 
scrotum, don’t forget your face, neck, nipples, stomach, 
thighs, anus, lips, fingers, toes...and any other part of your 
body that likes to be touched. You’re in charge; there’s no 
reason you shouldn’t explore your whole body.

Get Set...
Here are some things to think about before you begin:

Give yourself permission to play and 
experiment.
This is about exploring and discovering what feels good, not 
crossing the finish line as fast as possible. Of course, you 
might enjoy trying that too, but don’t forget to enjoy the 
scenery along the way.
To lube or not to lube; that’s the question. Lube keeps 
things slippery, reduces friction and intensifies sensation. 
Some people love lube, some don’t, but enough like it to 
make it worth a try. Experiment and find the right amount 
and type of lube for you. Use too little and you might 
find yourself getting sore from rubbing, while too much 
can reduce friction and decrease sensation. If you have 
a foreskin, you can move it up and down over the head 
of your penis without added lubrication, however, some 
people with a foreskin still like the feeling of lube between 
the foreskin and the head of the penis. Whether or not you 
have a foreskin, if you decide to “go dry” try either moving 

the loose skin of the penis up and down with a firm grip, 
or lightly rubbing the skin itself. If you start feeling sore add 
some lube.

What to use for lube? 
•	 Saliva is readily available. You might need a lot 
since it dries out quickly, and is not very slick over 
time.
•	 Oils such as hand lotion, massage oil, or specially 
formulated self-pleasure oil-based creams are 
options. Note that oils leave stains on clothing and 
sheets and does not wash off of genital skin easily. 
Choose a water-based lubricant instead of oil if you’ll 
be using latex condoms or penetrating a vagina in the 
next 2-3 days.
•	 Water-based lubricant is specifically made for 
sexual pleasure. Water-based lubes can get sticky 
after awhile. Just add some saliva or water and they’ll 
become slick again. 
•	 Silicone-based lubricant is more expensive, but 
a little goes a long way. They feel slick and oily, and 
they hold up well under water. 

Even though it’s right there in a shower, don’t use soap or 
shampoo. Soaps can dry your skin to the point of cracking 
and peeling, and sting if they get inside your urethra.

Go!!!
Erotic	inspiration	begins	in	your	mind. Turn up the heat by 
fantasizing while focusing on the sensations you’re creating 
in your body. Let your mind wander. Nobody ever needs 
to know what thoughts turn you on. You can think about 
a totally different storyline every time or you can stick 
with a favorite scenario that works for you. Your fantasy 
can be quite vague or specific and explicit right down 
to the last detail; it’s up to you. Try moving your body in 
the ways you would be moving in your fantasy for a dose 
of realism. Other ways to fuel your imagination include 
looking at erotic pictures, reading erotic stories, or watching 
erotic movies. Let your mind wander to whatever you find 
sexually exciting and let your hands roam around your body. 
If you don’t want to fantasize, focus on the sensations of 
your hands touching your skin. 
Play with your nipples, your lips, your stomach, your thighs. 
Squeeze, rub, brush or tickle your skin. When you’re ready, 
bring your focus (and your hands) to your genital area, and 
explore the sensation of touching there. 
As you get aroused, you might notice a drop or two of clear, 
slippery fluid coming out of the end of your penis.  This pre-
cum is the warm-up fluid expressed by your Bulbourethral 
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Glands.  It’s a normal part of the process of arousal. Some 
never notice it.
Once you find a kind of touch you really like, stick	with	it	
for awhile and see how your body responds.  Let yourself 
play this way for as long as you like. Experiment with letting 
your arousal build, then giving yourself a little rest and 
allowing your arousal to lessen a little bit. Then begin again. 
The longer you spend on the buildup to your orgasm, the 
more sensitive and responsive your body will become. Once 
you are able to control your arousal level by starting and 
stopping, or by changing the speed and intensity of your 
stroke, you can use this technique to make partner play last 
as long as you (and your partner) find pleasurable.

Orgasmic Experiences
Orgasm	is	different	from	ejaculation.	As you continue to 
self-pleasure you may experience an orgasm, which occurs 
before ejaculation begins. For some people, this will happen 
after just a few minutes of pleasuring; for others it takes 
longer. When you approach orgasm you will experience 
a buildup of pleasurable sensations, increasing muscle 
tension and excitement. Some describe this as being like 
cresting the top of a big hill before tumbling down the other 
side. 
Some say they feel a little like they might urinate. This 
is normal and can be caused by the sensation of semen 
entering the urethra. Just keep on doing what feels best, 
and allow the sensations to carry you over the top of the 
hill. Orgasm is different for everyone, but many describe an 
intense sensation of pleasurable release, along with a series 
of muscle spasms and throbbing sensations deep inside the 
pelvis and at the base of the penis.
Ejaculation.	

Technically speaking, only those exposed to high levels 
of testosterone as an embryo develop specialized nerve 

cells in the spine that coordinate the synchronous 
mixing of pre-cum, sperm, seminal fluid and prostatic 
fluid. Propulsion of semen through and from the body 

is coordinated by these spinal ejaculatory cells. Because 
other people didn’t develop these cells as embryos, they 

don’t experience ejaculation as described here.

Before puberty, a cis male might not ejaculate at all, or 
not very much. After puberty, ejaculation can have more 
volume and force. 
Most cis men begin the ejaculation process 2 to 3 seconds 
after an orgasm begins. A series of spurts of semen will 
come out of the end of the penis. Some people like to keep 
on stimulating themselves right through ejaculation, and 
some don’t. You’ll want to experiment to figure out the 
right time for you to stop.
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Hold on a minute. After ejaculation, most cis men lose 
their erections and go through a period when they are 
neurologically unable to ejaculate again, called a refractory 
period.  A refractory period lasts a few minutes for some 
and hours or days for others. You can engage in sexually 
pleasurable activity during that time, however you might 
not have an erection, reach orgasm or ejaculate. You also 
may feel like resting/sleeping for awhile.
Trans-masculine people without full prostate development 
and people who have had their prostate removed surgically 
are not able to ejaculate after orgasm. However, orgasm 
is enjoyed by many people without prostates. See the 
Self-Pleasuring for Trans-masculine People and Erectile 
Dysfunction brochure for more information.

Common Questions
Can cis men or trans-masculine people have 
multiple orgasms?
Yes some people can have multiple orgasms. Orgasm and 
ejaculation are two separate events in the body, and some 
people can learn to separate one from the other. Because 
ejaculation, not orgasm, leads to a refractory period, some 
learn to ease off orgasm and delay ejaculation. Having more 
than one orgasm before choosing to ejaculate can expand 
sexual options. 
For some this comes naturally while others have to practice. 
One part of the process is to practice starting and stopping 
masturbating to allow arousal to build to higher and higher 
levels before going over the edge into orgasm. 

Will self-pleasure ruin me for partner sex?
No. Liking to touch yourself doesn’t mean that you won’t 
like being touched by someone else. In fact, many people 
agree that being with a partner is much more fun than self-
pleasure—plus it gives you a lot of real-life fantasy material 
for future self-pleasuring sessions! 
However, there is one possible pitfall worth mentioning: it is 
possible to train yourself to be able to achieve orgasm only 
with a certain kind of stimulation, so vary your technique 
every now and then to avoid getting into a rut. Especially 
avoid using a technique that partner sex can’t possibly 
duplicate. For instance, if you always masturbate with a very 
tight grip, it might be hard to get that level of stimulation 
from penetrating a partner. Try loosening up your grip now 
and then as you pleasure yourself. 
Likewise, if you always masturbate using a fantasy your 
partner is unable or unwilling to explore with you, it may be 
difficult to get fully aroused with your partner. Try switching 

between your primary fantasy 
and your next-runner-up fantasy, 
with the goal of gradually 
training yourself to become fully 
aroused and reach orgasm using 
a variety of fantasies.

My erection comes and 
goes and often I don’t stay 
hard for very long. How can 
I masturbate?
Erection	is	not	related	to	the	
experience of sexual pleasure. 
You also don’t need to be erect 
to experience orgasm. If you are 
in the mood but your penis is 
not hard, just touch yourself in 
pleasurable ways. 

Speaking of toys, can 
vibrators work?
Vibration boosts arousal and 
adds stimulation no matter what 
body parts you have. If you’re 
curious, go ahead and try it out. 
There are all kinds of vibrators 
in a variety of shapes and sizes, 
including vibrating erection 
rings you can use alone or with 
a partner. Other popular toys 
include self-pleasure sleeves, 
anal plugs, prostate stimulation 
toys, and nipple clamps. 
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Some things to try:
• Wrap your fingers around the shaft of your penis and move them up and 
down. See how it feels to move the loose skin over the tissue underneath. 
Vary between firm pressure, a light touch, or a rhythmic squeezing.
• Rest the penis between both hands and gently slap it back and forth 
between your hands. A variation on this is to slap it against your stomach 
or thighs. 
• Wrap your fingers and thumb around your penis as if you were making 
a fist. If you are not fully erect, gently fondle and touch yourself until you 
are. Then begin to glide your hand up and down the length of your shaft 
and over the head as well.  Vary the speed and/or strength of your grip to 
create different sensations.  
• Use two hands instead of one: both hands can move in the same 
direction, or you can use a twisting motion and move your hands in 
opposite directions. Use lubricant or a light touch with this.
• Hold your testicles in your fingers through the skin of your scrotum; 
try moving them around, or gently squeezing or stroking. Try pressing 
the perineum between your scrotum and your anus which can slow your 
arousal down. Use one hand to explore your scrotum, while the other 
explores your penis.
• Explore the ridge where the shaft meets the glans or head of the penis 
called the frenulum. The frenulum is super sensitive for a lot of people. Try 
massaging this area in little circles, tapping, or holding your penis with the 
thumb on the top and two or three fingers underneath, and move your 
thumb up and down, creating pressure on the frenulum.
• Try one hand on your penis, and the other one massaging the opening 
to your anus. Dip your finger inside your anus if you wish, or just caress the 
outside. If you decide to insert a finger, use lubricant. You can just insert 
your finger a tiny distance or as far as you can reach.  A few inches inside, 
you will encounter a bump about the size of a walnut but softer, on the side 
towards your belly button. That’s your prostate, and many men enjoy the 
sensations they get from stimulating the nerves that surround the prostate. 
Try pressing gently, pressing firmly, or stroking a finger side to side. 
• No hands. Try thrusting against a pillow, rubbing against your mattress, 
or rubbing inside of a towel or cloth. Careful! If you rub too much, you can 
create noticeable wear-spots or rub your skin raw. 
• Envelop your erect penis in one of your hands with the palm of 
your hand touching the head of the penis and your fingers and thumb 
surrounding the shaft. Imagine your fingers are tentacles that can stretch 
up and down the length of the shaft as you draw your hand in an up and 
down motion.  Use the insides of your fingers to grip the shaft firmly.  You 
can increase and decrease tension easily.  


